SLS, LAS VEGAS
CASE STUDY

IMAGINED BY AVENUE INTERIOR DESIGN,
DEVELOPED BY MITYLITE
ordering from
“ While
a catalog is often
the easiest, from a
design perspective
having the flexibility
to design what
you want is always
the best.

”

process
“ The
was very easy
and seamless...

The SLS Hotel & Casino® represents the culmination of a three-year, $415 million renovation on the site of
the legendary Sahara Hotel & Casino, located at the North-end of the Las Vegas Strip. An SBE Entertainment
property, the SLS Hotel presents a modern aesthetic through an appealing combination of style, luxury, service,
and creativity.

CHALLENGE
When every detail thoughtfully reflects SLS’ signature luxurious and iconic style, extending this vision and
direction across 30,000 feet of dedicated meeting and event space is a major design undertaking.
On behalf of SLS Hotel, Avenue Interior Design worked to create visually stunning meeting venues and
sophisticated settings for signature SLS events. An overriding desire for their design was a banquet chair that
didn’t look like a banquet chair, and one that wasn’t heavy or cumbersome.

SOLUTION

”

—Ashley Manhan, Co-founder,
Avenue Interior Design

FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• Royale Series Banquet Chairs
• Reveal Duo Linen-less Tables
• Madera Laminate Tables

MityLite.com

OVERVIEW

Through trusted partnerships and prior relationships, MityLite was invited to present its banquet seating lines
for purchase consideration. What happened next wholly contributed to a curated décor decision; the ideal chair
was discussed with the design team, drawn on a slip of paper, refined by MityLite, and a sample presented.
MityLite’s Royale Series was born and now adds to SLS’ contemporary palette. With plush seating comfort to
match its fresh style, the chair’s streamlined aluminum frame met the design team’s lightweight specifications.
Further enhancing the stylish and sophisticated meeting and event setting, MityLite also provided glammed
versions of its Reveal Duo Linen-less and Madera Laminate folding tables, both delivered with Carrara marble
tabletop finishes and textured silver leg frames.

